TRANSFORM EVERYDAY GLASS INTO YOUR ON-DEMAND SIGNAGE SOLUTION

Learn how Sharp NEC Display Solutions ActiveScene™ powered by Vela™ Dynamic Display System can create intentional, dynamic experiences in your open concept space.

Sharp/NEC has partnered with Avery Dennison’s Vela Dynamic System to provide a sophisticated and innovative on-demand signage solution. Simply retrofit any existing glass wall with this rear projection and film solution, called ActiveScene, to transform plain glass into a stunning digital signage surface, enhancing your open concept space.

This solution from Sharp/NEC, is a cost-effective retrofit solution for existing indoor glass surfaces. ActiveScene is adaptable to windows of any dimension, transforming transparent windows into display screens featuring a marketing message, announcements, advertising, and more. Within the corporate space you can create privacy on demand. Make dioramas come to life while telling a story on the glass. Even eliminate whiteboards and easels within meeting rooms, and use ActiveScene to turn traditional glass into a whiteboard surface.

Reinvent the way promotions are utilized to engage customers.

Bring the exhibit to life in a transformative and new way.

Provide privacy upon request and display your marketing messages.

https://www.sharpnecdisplays.us/activescene